
IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF CUM JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS AT TIHU 

DISTRICT: NALBARI 

 

G.R. Case No. 174/17 

u/s  498-A IPC 

 

State of Assam  

-vs-   

        Sri Bapdhan Das…... Accused person  

 

Present: Sri Anurup Bordoloi, AJS 

    Munsiff cum JMCF, Tihu.  

 

Advocates appeared: 

For the State  : Mr. P. Barman, A.P.P.    

For the Defence : Smt. H. Goswami, 

Mr. B.N. Kakati, Adv. 

 

Dates of Evidence   :  29.03.18, 10.04.18 

Date of Argument  :  19.5.18 

Date of Judgment   :  19.5.18 

 

J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T 

1.  Prosecution case, in brief, is that one Smt. Malati Das lodged an 

ejahar on 22.10.17 before the Officer-in-Charge, Tihu P.S alleging inter-alia that the 

accused person namely Bapdhan Das, who is the husband of the informant, used to 

assault the informant after consuming liquor demanding money. The accused also 

used to have a love affair with some lady. On 30.09.17 at about 2.30pm when the 

informant was taking a nap with her son, the accused person came home and 

started rebuking the informant and also slapped her. When the son of the informant 

started making noise, the accused person pushed him and he fell down. The 

accused also hit her with a brick as a result of which the informant sustained 

injuries. The accused even tried to hit her with a machete (dao). Finally on 21.10.17 

the accused again assaulted her and chased her to her workplace. After returning 



 

 
 

from her workplace the accused again tried to hit the informant and her son with a 

machete. Hence the informant filed this case for taking necessary action.   

2.  On receipt of the ejahar, Tihu P.S. Case No. 174/17 U/S 498-A I.P.C. 

was registered and investigated into. On completion of the investigation, I/O filed 

charge-sheet against the accused U/s 498-A I.P.C. 

3.  After hearing the Ld. Counsel for both the sides and on perusal of 

materials on record, the charge u/s 498-A IPC was framed against the accused 

person and the same was read over and explained to the accused person to which 

he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4.  In support of its case, prosecution side examined 4 (four) witnesses. 

The accused was examined U/s 313 Cr.P.C. wherein he took the plea of denial. 

Defence has examined no witness.   

5.  I have heard arguments of the learned counsels for both the sides at 

length, gone through the case record and perused the evidence carefully.                                                       

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION ARE: 

6. (i) Whether the accused person being the husband of the informant 

subjected her to cruelty on 30.09.17 and 21.10.17 at Natun Banikuchi, under Tihu 

P.S. and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 498-A IPC? 

   

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREON: 

7. Before going to decide the points for determination, let me describe the 

evidence in brief. P.W.1, Smt. Malati Das, has stated in her evidence that she 

lodged the case against her husband Bapdhan Das about 5-6 months ago.  On the 

day of occurrence P.W.1 did not go to her work as it was raining. After having meal 

that day, the accused slapped P.W.1 and when his son started crying the accused 

person pushed him on to the door. When PW 1 asked the accused the reason of 

such behaviour, he chased her with a machete in his hand. Thereafter, the accused 

person hit the informant with a brick thereby causing injury on her hand. P.W.1 

then lodged the case and after that she went to her parental house.  After 4-5 days 

of lodging the case, police compromised the matter between the accused and PW 1 

and she went back to her matrimonial house. After 10-20 days from the date of 

compromise, while PW 1 was returning home from work, the accused saw PW 1 on 

the road and slapped her. After coming home, when accused person again picked 

up a machete for killing PW 1, PW 1 along with her son came to P.S. to save their 



 

 
 

lives. The accused used to came home fully drunk and torture P.W.1 and her son. 

The accused also used to have a love affair with some other girlP.W.1 has affair 

with some other girl.  Ext.1 is the ejahar and Ext.1(1) is the signature of P.W.1.   

8. In her cross-examination, PW 1 has stated that police had interrogated her 

on the day of lodging the FIR. The case was instituted on 22.10.17 and police 

interrogated P.W.1 on 20.10.17. P.W.1 had eloped with the accused person and 

they did not solemnized any social and legal marriage. It is not a fact that P.W.1 

has not stated before police that the accused slapped her.  P.W.1 does not know 

the name of the doctor who treated her.  P.W.1 works at the place of Sanu Rabha 

and gets 80-100 rupees per day. But presently she had stopped working.  It is not a 

fact that the accused did not chase P.W.1 with a machete and hit her with a brick. 

It is not a fact that P.W.1 did not state before police that the accused had love affair 

with the wife of Kalyan Das. It is not a fact that the accused did not demand money 

from PW 1 and she also did not state about the same before the police. It is not a 

fact that P.W.1 did not state before police that the accused threw brick on her and 

blood oozed out from P.W.1’s hand. It is not a fact that as P.W.1 does not know the 

name of the lady with whom the accused had affair, PW 1 had made a false story 

regarding the same. Police did not seize the machete and the brick.  It is not a fact 

that P.W.1 did not state before police when she got hurt.  It is not a fact that P.W.1 

deposed falsely.   

9. P.W.2, Smt. Amba Das, has stated in her evidence that the informant is her 

daughter and the accused is her son-in-law.  P.W.2 does not know anything about 

the incident. About 5-6 months ago, informant came to P.W.2’s house and asked 

her to take care of her child as he was suffering from fever as PW 1 had to go to 

work. Later, when the informant got late in returning from work her child told PW 2 

that he would go home by himself. Then, while PW 2 accompanied the child to the 

end of the road, she saw PW 1 and the accused person arguing there. Therefore, 

PW 2 came back home. P.W.2 does not know the reason of their arguing.   

10. In her cross-examination, PW 2 has stated that she has not seen the 

incident but has only heard about it. It is not a fact that P.W.2 did not state before 

police that the informant along with her child came to P.W.2’s house at noon but 

the child refused to go with the informant.  It is not a fact that P.W.2 deposed 

falsely for the sake of her daughter.   

11. P.W.3, Putuli Hazarika, has stated in her evidence that she knows the 

informant and the accused person.  P.W.3 does not know about the incident but 



 

 
 

had only heard about the same from other people on the next day of the incident.  

P.W.3 heard from other person about the incident next day.  Defence has denied 

cross examining this witness. 

12. PW 4, SI Hem Kt. Haloi, has stated in his evidence that on 22.10.17 Malati 

Das lodged an ejahar against the accused person and O/C endorsed the case to 

P.W.4. On 21.10.17, the informant came to P.S. at 09.30 p.m. and informed about 

the incident.  Accordingly the victim/informant was taken to hospital. On 22.10.17 

FIR was lodged at 2.00 p.m., P.W.4 went to the place of occurrence at 2.15 p.m., 

drew the sketch map and recorded the statement of witnessed u/s. 161 Cr.P.C.  

Later, P.W.4 gave notice to accused person to visit P.S.  Accused appeared and 

P.W.4 recorded his statement.  Since the accused person appeared on notice, PW 4 

allowed him to go on condition that he would appear as and when required. P.W.4 

submitted the charge-sheet u/s. 498-A IPC.  Ext.2 is the sketch map and Ext.2(1) is 

the signature of P.W.4 over the same.  Ext.3 is the charge-sheet and Ext.3(1) is the 

signature of P.W.4 over the same.   

13. In his cross-examination, PW 4 has stated that he has not recorded the 

statement of witnesses before 22.10.17. P.W.4 recorded the statement of victim on 

20.10.18 i.e. before lodging the FIR.  P.W.1 has not stated before P.W.4 that the 

accused person had a love affair with wife of Kalyan Das. It is not a fact that P.W.1 

has not stated before P.W.4 that the accused used to torture her.  P.W.4 has not 

seized the machete and the brick.  It is not a fact that P.W.1 has not stated before 

P.W.4 that the accused used to demand dowry. P.W.1 has not stated before P.W.4 

that she got injured when the accused hit her with a brick. P.W.4 does not have the 

copy of requisition for collecting medical report. P.W.4 has not mentioned the 

names of persons who reside on the east, west, north and south direction of place 

of occurrence in the sketch map.  P.W.4 has not recorded the statements of 

neighbours near the place of occurrence.  It is not a fact that P.W.4 deposed falsely. 

14. On perusal of the evidences on record it is seen that PW 1 has stated that 

the accused person used to assault PW 1 and her son after consuming liquor in 

demand for dowry. PW 1 also stated that he has a love affair with some other lady. 

But the prosecution could not adduce any witness which could corroborate the 

evidence of PW 1. PW 2, who is the mother of the informant, has stated that she 

does not know anything about the said incidents. PW 2, being the mother of the 

informant, would have been aware of such torture and demands of the accused 

person if made. PW 3 has also stated that she does not know anything about the 



 

 
 

incident. During cross-examination of PW 4, he has stated that PW 1 has not stated 

before PW 4 that the accused person had a love affair with the wife of Kalyan Das, 

that the accused used to demand dowry and that she was injured when the accused 

hit her with a brick. This creates a doubt about the prosecution case. Moreover, PW 

1 has stated that she lodged the case on 22-10-17 but cross-examination of PW 4 

reveals that PW 1 was interrogated by PW 4 on 20.10.17 i.e. two days before the 

date of lodging the FIR. The prosecution has failed to adduce any witness which 

could be relied upon and which could prove the guilt of the accused person u/s 498-

A IPC beyond reasonable doubt. 

15. It is the cardinal principle of criminal jurisprudence that the prosecution has 

to prove the case against the accused beyond all reasonable doubt and if there is 

such doubt, then that favours the accused. In the instant case, from the discussion 

made in the foregoing paragraphs, I am of the considered opinion that the 

prosecution has failed to the prove the offence u/s 498-A IPC against the accused 

beyond all reasonable doubt and as such, the accused is liable to be acquitted of 

the said offences.  

 

O R D E R 

15.    In view of the conclusion made above, I hold the accused not guilty of the 

offences U/s 498-A IPC and hence, he is acquitted of the offences U/s 498-A IPC. 

The accused is set at liberty forthwith.   

16.  The bail-bond of the accused shall remain in force for a period of six months 

from the date of this order.  

17.  The judgment is delivered in the open Court in presence of the accused and 

his learned Counsel. 

 Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this 19th day of May, 

2018.  

 

 

(Anurup Bordoloi) 

Munsiff cum JMFC, Tihu 

Typed by me,  

 

(Anurup Bordoloi) 

Munsiff cum JMFC, Tihu 



 

 
 

 

:A P P E N D I X: 

1. Prosecution witnesses: 

P.W.1- Smt. Malati Das 

P.W.2- Smt. Amba Das 

P.W.3- Smt Putuli Hazarika 

P.W.4- Hem Kanta Haloi, SI 

 

2. Prosecution exhibits:  

Ext.1-  Ejahar 

Ext.2- Sketch Map 

Ext.3- Charge Sheet 

 

3. Defence witness: Nil 

 

4. Defence Exhibits: Nil 

 

5. Court Witness: Nil 

 

 

 

  Munsiff cum JMFC, Tihu 

 

 


